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Restoring Joint Function in the Contracted Burned Hand
“Soft Tissue to Skeletal Ratio”

R. Simpson, MD, MBA and S. Sayeed, MD
Nassau University Medical Center Burn Center, East Meadow, NYINTRODUCTION

• Long-standing burn contractures of the hand
produce marked soft tissue deficits relative to
normal skeletal length, often crossing mobile joint
surfaces.

• Optimum functional reconstruction requires
attention to the ratio of contracted soft tissue to
skeletal length.

• The ratio objectively predicts a successful burn scar
joint release in the hand.FORCES OF BURN CONTRACTURE

OBJECTIVE
Purpose: Avoid failure to
restore improved joint
function by selecting
correct surgical planning.

METHODS

RESULTS
• Ratio of 0.7 or better (12)

– skin grafts or local flaps
• Ratio of 0.4 or less (10)

– shortening arthrodesis, trapeziectomy (6)
– soft tissue and tendon expansion (3)
– bone shortening with prosthetic joint replacement (1)

• If restored to a 0.8 ratio or better
− no functional recurrence in 2 year follow up

RESULTS

Ratio 0.83 Successful local flaps

CONCLUSIONS
A ratio of soft tissue to skeletal length is defined by
a clinical angle of contracture.

The soft tissue to skeletal ratio can guide decision
making for optimal joint release of the upper
extremity.

Ratio 0.17: three month
early failure of Z plasty –
ratio suggested primary
shortening arthrodesis

Burn Syndactyly    0.83
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Burn scar migrates distally
along path of least resistance.
Crosses joint: Skin, muscle,
joint contracture

Ratio 0.30 above: skin deficit, muscle contraction, joint contracture

Ratio defined by degree
of joint contraction
relative to normal

non contracted joint.

An analysis of quality and depth of soft tissue
shortening (contraction), measured against existing
skeletal length was used to customize procedures to
restore maximum function.

60 degrees normal angle

50 degrees contracted angle

Hot press injury, adduction,
contracted basal joint*  0.30

18 degrees contracted

60 degrees normal angle

26 hand joint contractures in 26 patients
Ages: 3-57    mean 38 years
Evaluation parameters:

skeletal length
angle of joint deformity

“quality” of healed soft tissue
induration / maturation
composite tissue shorteningBURN CONTRACTURE RATIO

150/180=0.83
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